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1. PASSION FOR SAILING
Nearly fifty sailboats will participate in the 11th edition of the
Barcelona Puig Vela Clàssica regatta from July 11 to July 14, a
must-see for lovers of water sports organized by Puig and the
Real Club Náutico de Barcelona.
This competition, which has established itself as one of the most
prestigious international events of classic and vintage sailing,
will bring together the most beautiful boats in the world, coming
from Spain and other European countries such as Germany,
France, Holland, England, Italy, as well as the United States and
Argentina, among others.
Exclusive, historic sailboats such as the Alba, the Kelpie of Falmouth and the Moonbeam III, which were proclaimed winners
in previous editions, will sail the Mediterranean again in this XI
edition of the Barcelona Puig Vela Clàssica regatta. All the participating vessels, many of them boasting more than a century of
history, have maintained their original aesthetics, which makes
them authentic seafaring gems, like a floating museum.
Barcelona is one of the few enclaves in the world, such as Antigua, Newport or Cannes, which has the exclusivity of hosting
classic yacht regattas. Since the very beginning, both citizens and
tourists who visit the city during the second week of July have
enjoyed to the Barcelona Puig Vela Clàssica regatta. A unique
show that can be seen from different iconic parts of the city such
as Barceloneta Beach, Port Olímpic or Port Vell.
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The Barcelona Puig Vela Clàssica regatta is already an essential
date in the official regattas calendar and has managed to consolidate its fame and stature both nationally and internationally.
The event is featured on the Spanish Royal Sailing Federation’s
(RFEV) official calendar and counts towards Spain’s 2018 national
championship for Vintage and Classic Yachts as well as the 8th
Mare Nostrum Trophy.

“The Puig Vela Clàssica Barcelona is
an ideal opportunity to demonstrate
the international impact of Barcelona
and our company through a totally
unique event. With this regatta, Puig
reinforces its commitment to the city
and to the world of sailing year after
year.”
Marc Puig, Chairman and CEO, Puig
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2. A TRIUMPHANT DECADE IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN
2008. The first edition featured some thirty boats including the
legendary Rosalind (RCN Barcelona), Flika (CN Garraf), Marigan
(RCN Palma) and Tigris, as well as the spectacular Alba (RCN
Barcelona), Islander (RCN Barcelona), Resaca de Kimberley (RCN
Barcelona), Cascabel (RCN Barcelona), Mercury (CM Mahón) and
Emeraude (YC Adriaco).
2009. In its second year, the regatta grew in stature and welcomed
almost 600 competitors from eleven countries and more than
fifty boats, twice as many as the previous year, consolidating the
regatta’s national and international standing.
2010. For the third edition, Real Club Náutico de Barcelona hosted
classic-circuit racing icons such as Moonbeam of Fife (YC Saint
Tropez), The Blue Peter (RCYC), Argos (CN Ibiza Nueva), Sonata
(CM Pto. Portals), Windekind (CM Port Ginesta), Ilex (RCN Palma)
and Samurai (Italy).
2011. Thanks to the success of the first three editions, the Puig
Vela Clàssica Barcelona regatta had already become one of the
city’s most noteworthy events. Residents and tourists flocked to
the shore to watch the competition and dozens of boats went out
to sea for a closer look.
2012. By its fifth year, the regatta was a firmly established fixture
in the national and international classic regatta calendar, with
triple the number of boats compared to previous years. The
competition also expanded its reach, attracting participants from
eleven different countries across Europe and the Americas.
2013. Creole and Avel, two jewels of the sailing world, owned by
the Gucci family, hoisted their sails in Barcelona’s waters. Creole
(1927), which was involved in World War II, is considered one of
the most beautiful sailing yachts in the world. For this edition,
dedicated social media channels were set up to follow every detail
of the competition.
2014. In honor of the company’s 100th anniversary, Puig sought
to bolster its ties with the yachting world by adding a new event
for sailing aficionados: the Puig 12mR World Championship. This
legendary international class was a major protagonist during some
of the most glorious decades of the America’s Cup competition,
from the 1950s through the 1980s.

Vintage Marconi and Big Boat classes guarantees the presence of
iconic boats such as Moonbeam III, Moonbeam IV and Manitou.
2016. Sumurun made its debut appearance in the Puig Vela
Clàssica Barcelona. This US Bermudan ketch in the Big Boat
class built in 1914 was a repeated winner in other international
regattas, . Her name was inspired by the Arabian Nights and she
has hosted many illustrious guests, including Mick Jagger and the
former US Secretary of State John Kerry.
2017. The tenth anniversary edition of the Puig Vela Clàssica
Barcelona had a record number of participants. More than fifty
boats and close to a thousand competitors joined in. A number
of iconic ships competed for the first time, including Xarifa from
Malta, Fjord III from Uruguay, Sagitarius from France and two
Italian boats – Il Moro de Venezia I and Corsario II, owned by the
Italian Navy.

“Barcelona is the ideal setting for a regatta, offering boat owners, skippers
and crew members all the attractions
and facilities they need for their enjoyment and practical requirements.
Throughout the month of July, Barcelona becomes the sailing capital of
the world. During these last 11 years,
the Puig Vela Clàssica Barcelona regatta has lifted us to the top tier of classic yachting circuits.”
Toni Tiò, President of Barcelona Clúster Nàutic

2015. Refocusing on its core interest, the competition confirmed
its reputation as the biggest Vintage and Classic yacht regatta held
in Spanish waters. The division into Classic, Vintage Gaff-Rigged,
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3. JEWELS OF THE SAILING WORLD ARE
LOYAL TO BARCELONA
In addition to their extraordinary beauty and unique design,
the boats participating in the Puig Vela Clàssica Barcelona
regatta represent a tremendous historical legacy. Some due to
their involvement in wars and others due to their illustrious
owners – including presidents and aristocrats, or because
they had been neglected for years in ports or practically
destroyed by hurricanes. Thanks to the dreams of sailing
enthusiasts, some of these gems were resurrected and now
compete in the main national and international regattas.

“There are boats that have sailed
throughout history and are still successfully racing, while their contemporaries – fishing, cargo and war ships
– have been taken out of circulation
or, at best, are on display in museums.
That’s what sets these vessels apart in
everyone’s eyes, including the spectators who admire them from the
shore.”
Leonardo García de Vincentiis, classic yacht expert and
founding member of the Spanish Vintage and Classic
Yacht Association (AEBEC)
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Xarifa
Designed by the naval architect Joseph M. Soper and built in 1927
with a steel hull, this impressive 50m three-masted schooner
made her debut in our classic regatta just last year. She was
commissioned by the prominent yachtsman and racer Franklin
Morse Singer, son of the multimillionaire sewing machine
manufacturer, Isaac Merrit Singer, who named her Xarifa, which
means ‘charming lady’ in Arabic.
In 1930, she was sold to the British newspaper magnate Edward
Mauger, who was a long-time shareholder of The Telegraph. Five
years later, the Camper & Nicholson shipyard bought her. In 1951,
after several years’ service as a fishing boat off the Icelandic coast,
the Xarifa led the fleet of scientist Hans Hass, known in various
circles as the Austrian Jacques Cousteau.
Her worldwide scientific adventures came to an end in Singapore
in 1960 when she was bought by the Italian multimillionaire
Carlo Traglio, who had business connections with the Coca-Cola
company. He lived on board Xarifa from 2002 until his death in
2008.

Mariette
Mariette is one of the last great schooners designed by N. G.
Herreshoff. She was built in 1915 by a Boston businessman. One
of her many adventures was being requisitioned by the US Coast
Guard during WWII to serve the western seaboard. After the war,
Mariette was refitted as a gaff-rigged schooner and moored in
the Caribbean, where she was one of the first classic yachts to be
chartered.
In the 1970s she was purchased by a Swiss banking syndicate
and crossed the Atlantic to make her debut appearance in the
Mediterranean. She underwent refits in 1980, 1995 and 2010.
In 1995, she was given her original gaff topsail rig, restoring the
yacht to her former glory. Mariette competes in classic yacht
regattas all around the world. She recently settled in Falmouth for
winter lay-up ahead of the busy Mediterranean regatta season.

Kelpie
Built by JG Fay & Co of Southampton in 1903, Kelpie was designed
by Alfred Mylne as a 38-foot Solent class to compete against 42foot linear raters.
The story goes that the owners who commissioned the new class
decided to do so with a dinner honoring the passing of Queen
Victoria. In 1922, the boat was used by Erskine Childers to smuggle
guns into Ireland to fight the Free Irish State government. Kelpie
survived World War II with her keel intact. After a string of South
Coast owners, Kelpie returned to Nash & Holden Dartmouth Yard,
where the boat benefited from 15 years of careful renovation
and thorough maintenance, ensuring her survival and current
condition. Kelpie is one of the most impressive yachts of her era
still sailing. She is fast, easy to maneuver and stunning to watch
in full sail.
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Moonbeam IV
Moonbeam IV is one of the few classic gaff cutters still sailing
today. She was the last and biggest of the “Moonbeams,” and
had the honor of hosting Prince Rainier of Monaco and Grace
Kelly during their honeymoon in 1956. Designed by the renowned
William Fife III, she is considered one of the world’s most beautiful
yachts, not only on the outside, but also for her luxurious details.
Construction started in 1914 but because of World War I she was
not launched until 1929.

Manitou
In 1937, James Lowe commissioned architect Olin Stephens to
design a cruising boat capable of winning the Chicago YC Race
to Mackinac. Stephens designed Manitou, an 18.80-meter cutter
inspired by the Davis brothers of Maryland. When construction
was complete, she was christened Manitou and went on to win
many regattas. But after three glorious years of racing, Lowe
decided to sell and she became a training vessel for the US Coast
Guard.
Years later, President John F. Kennedy rescued Manitou from this
fate and made her his presidential yacht, fitting her with full radio
and communications equipment so he could be easily reached
whenever sailing away from the Oval Office. He spent so much
time on the boat that he nicknamed her the “Floating White
House”. JFK often sailed along the New England coast, but never
entered any races, until one day, during the summer of 1962, he
challenged his friend Emil Mosbacher – who went on to become a
two-time winner of the America’s Cup – to a friendly competition.
During this light-hearted challenge, a Secret Service patrol boat

followed nearby and noted the great speed of which the yacht
was capable. This fueled Mosbacher’s desire to become a great
America’s Cup champion, much to the President’s chagrin.

The Blue Peter
The Blue Peter’s name comes from the “P” used to signal that a
race will begin in five minutes, because the crew thought this
would bring them good luck. And it did indeed, for The Blue Peter
has won 50 regattas over the course of its history.
The Blue Peter’s first owner was Desmond Molins, who left his
mark on history as the inventor of rolled cigarettes. Her current
owner, Mathew Barker, purchased the yacht in 1999 and brought
her to Italy where she underwent three years of refitting to
prepare her for competition in some of the Mediterranean’s most
prestigious regattas.
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Nyala
Nyala was commissioned by the president of Standard Oil as
a wedding gift for his daughter Lucie who married the famous
yachtsman Briggs Cunningham in 1938.
The first 12-meter yacht designed by Olin Stephens, she was
always a very fast racer, winning two regattas in her first year and
performing well in various competitions in subsequent years.
Nyala has suffered various misfortunes over the years. In 1947,
she was damaged in a sudden storm while competing in the
Race to Mackinac and her aluminum mast had to be replaced
with a wooden one taken from the Mouette. Years later, in 1960,
Hurricane Donna slammed her against the rocks on City Island.
Several structural changes were made during the subsequent
restoration: the stern was modified and the mast moved. She
is now racing in European waters with renewed vigor, and her
latest achievement was winning the 2008 Classic 12mR World
Championship in Flensburg Bay.
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4. THE IDEAL SETTING: REAL CLUB
NÁUTICO DE BARCELONA
July 11 through 14, Barcelona’s social scene will once again
revolve around the Real Club Náutico de Barcelona (RNCB) Village,
where the pre-departure meeting, crew meals and post-regatta
refreshments are all held. It is also the ideal spot to enjoy the
glorious sunsets.
In addition to being a great place to meet and relax overlooking
the sea, this exceptional venue will host the Puig Vela Clàssica
Barcelona regatta opening and awards ceremonies and the
farewell party, attended by boat owners and crews as well as
national and international celebrities and local authorities.

“In addition to being the perfect
place to relax and get to know the
crew members from other boats, the
Village has an atmosphere of true
sportsmanship; we all share the same
passion for sailing and are together
enjoying the view of the sea in such a
fabulous city as Barcelona.”
Andrés de León, owner of the Yanira
With more than 140 years of history, RCNB is a major reference in
the world of Mediterranean sailing. The institution is a founding
member of the International Mediterranean Committee (CIM),
the Spanish Yacht Club Association (AECN) and Sport Cultura
Barcelona, and counts among its partners the Spanish Royal
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Sailing Federation (RFEV), the Catalan Sailing Federation (FCV),
the National Royal Cruising Association (RANC), the Catalonian
Federation of Speedboat Racing (FCM) and Asociación de
Navegants Solitaris, a single-handed sailing association.
Throughout this time, Real Club Náutico de Barcelona has
won various awards honoring its achievements as a sports
organization. In 1999, the club received the Royal Order of Sports
Merit Gold Plaque, and, in 2003, was awarded the Gold Medal
of Sports Merit from the Barcelona City Council. It also received
the Spanish Royal Sailing Federation’s Golden Anchor Award in
1998, was designated as the best sports organization in Catalonia
by Mundo Deportivo in 1997, and has been presented with the
Golden Sail Award from the Federació Catalana de Vela several
times.

“The Puig Vela Clàssica Barcelona regatta is a unique opportunity to experience this great competition in
the exclusive setting of Barcelona’s
Mediterranean coast. All of us in this
big sailing family consider it a unique
event.”
Félix Escalas, President of Real Club Náutico de
Barcelona
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5. ANECDOTES FROM A DECADE OF REGATTAS
Anne Bonny: the smallest
boat in the regatta
They say the greatest perfumes come in the smallest bottles. This
could well be the definition of Anne Bonny, a marvelous sailboat
measuring just 7.53 meters long that slips in between the great
classics in the Puig Vela Clàssica Barcelona. The soul of this classic
yacht is the shipbuilder Niklaus-Matthias Stoll, a Swiss man who
settled in Catalonia and, in 1998, purchased the original drawings
for the 809 design created by the renowned William Fife III in
1935. After acquiring the plans, Niklaus began building this classic
boat in his yard in Palamós, respecting the methodology of the
1930s: brass rivets and African mahogany. Since then, four classic
replicas have been built in keeping with the spirit of the great
Fife’s vessels. Christened Anne Bonny, in honor of the legendary
18th-century Irish pirate, the boat was launched in 2001 and has
competed in the Barcelona Puig Vela Clàssica regatta for the past
seven years.

Moonbeam IV: a
moving tradition
This impressive yacht is one of this regatta’s most thrilling sights.
During the event, anyone wandering along Paseo de Colón or
the Moll de la Fusta mid-morning or mid-afternoon can hear the
surprising sound of Celtic music right on Barcelona’s coast.
This lovely melody comes from the decks of Moonbeam IV,
announcing its coming and goings from Real Club Náutico de
Barcelona to the tune of bagpipes. It’s quite a moving experience
to see a boat of this size with its entire crew on deck, silently,
reverently listening to the melancholy music of this Scottish
instrument filling the RCNB with a special aura every day and
whisking onlookers away to another era.
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The instigator of this tradition on Moonbeam IV is a Scottish
amateur sailor named Dominic, who simply loves classic regattas
and met the ship’s captain – whose ancestors were Scottish – eight
years ago in Cannes. During a casual conversation about their
shared musical interests, they agreed to begin this ritual, which
is also a nod to the ship’s designer, the famous Scotsman William
Fife III. Although he doesn’t belong to the official Moonbeam IV
crew, Dominic dons his kilt to play the bagpipes when he’s aboard.
This kilt has been in his family since 1880 – more than 138 years.
When the boat leaves the marina, Dominic swaps his kilt for
regular sailing gear to assist the crew until they return, at which
time he recommences this unusual but lovely ritual.

“The days when the Puig regatta takes
place are a very special time of the year
for our crew. Every regatta on board
these gems is a vibrant, thrilling and
unique experience... and there’s no better setting than Barcelona, a city with
a long sailing tradition and, of course,
a fantastic atmosphere.”
Antonio Bellés, skipper of the Islander
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6. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF 		
CLASSIC BOATS
BY YEAR BUILT
VINTAGE
These are yachts built in wood or metal from original plans and
launched prior to December 31, 1949. They are divided into three
classes according to their sails and rigging:

•

CLASS A: Vintage boats with gaff-rigged sails also known
as gaffs.

•

CLASS B: Vintage boats with Marconi (Bermudan) sails and
ketch, yawl, or schooner rigging.

•

CLASS C: Vintage boats with Marconi sails and sloop or cutter rigging.

VESSEL TYPES
Sloop: A single-masted vessel normally
rigged fore and aft with mainsail and jib.
These small, swift sailing vessels were used by
navies to carry military orders from one ship to
another.
Cutter: A vessel with a single mast located
some two-thirds of the way from the transom
with a sail plan of mainsail and two jibs.

CLASSICS
These are yachts built in wood or metal from original plans and
launched prior to December 31, 1975. Boats built as part of a
series are not accepted in this class.
They are divided into two classes according to their sails and
rigging:

•

CLASS B: Classic boats with Marconi (Bermudan) sails and
ketch, yawl, or schooner rigging.

•

CLASS C: Classic boats with Marconi sails and sloop or cutter rigging.

Yawl:

A double-masted vessel with either
Bermuda or gaff-rigged sails. The main mast
is stepped at the center and the mizzenmast,
which is very small, is located at the stern
behind the ship’s wheel.

Ketch: A vessel with two masts equipped
with Bermudan or Marconi rigs (triangular
sails) or, alternatively, with gaff-rigged sails
(trapezoidal sails). The mainmast is stepped a
third aft of the bows and the mizzenmast to
the stern, forward of the ship’s wheel.

BIG BOATS
Vintage or classic boats more than 25 meters long. A minimum of
three boats must enter to form a group.
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Goleta o Schooner: A sailing boat with
two or more masts rigged with different
types of sails. On a two-masted schooner,
the mainmast is located aft, forward of the
ship’s wheel and is taller than the foremast,
which is stepped in the bows, in the forward
third of the boat. The two masts may be of
equal height, but the one in the stern always takes the mainsail
and the one in the bows, the foresail. The sails traditionally
hoisted on this type of vessel were the gaff-rigged sail (trapezoid),
also known as a gaff, although many crews opted for a Bermudan.
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TYPES OF SAILS AND THEIR
SHAPES
Gaff-rigged or gaff:

The Puig Vela Clàssica Barcelona regatta takes place over three
days, set up as follows:
Trapezoidal

sail (generally the mainsail).

Bermuda or Marconi:

THREE DAYS OF
COMPETITION

Triangular

sail.

•

On the first day, there is a 17-mile coastal run.

•

On the following two days, the boats complete a 10 to 13mile course “round the cans” and all pass in front of the
beaches of the Barcelona coastline.

•

The program includes three races but boats must not race
more than twice a day.

•

They must complete at least one race to win one of the
official classes.

Mizzen: «Driver» sail or stern mast on
a yawl or ketch.

Jib:

Generic name for all cutter and
triangular sails that are joined together
or in a stay on the foremast, which is to
say that they extend from the head of
the foremast to the jib boom or bowsprit.
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7.WINNERS OF PREVIOUS EDITIONS
2017 Winners

2016 Winners

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
Alba y Guia

España

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
Alba y Guia

VINTAGE MARCONIS

España

VINTAGE MARCONIS

1. Cippino

Daniel Sielecki

1. Sonata

Jordi Cabau

2. Fjord III

Christine Fox Perry

2. Halowe’en

Mick Cotter

3. Argyll

Griff Rhys Jones

3. Islander

R. Albiñana

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED

1. Kelpie of Falmouth

Asgard Yachts

1. Marigold

Husk LTD

2. Marigold

Husk LTD

2. Kelpie of Falmouth

Asgard Yachts

3. Malabar X

Navilier SL

3. Gipsy

Ricardo Rubio / JL Vilar

CLASSICS

CLASSICS

1. Guia

Ramón Roses

1. Guia

Ramón Roses

2. Il Moro di Venezia

Massimiliano Ferruzi

2. Outlaw

Mike Horsey

3. Sagittarius

Thierry Lafitte

3. Yanira

Regatta Experience

CLASSICS 2

CLASSICS 2

1. Alba

Damián Ribas

1. Alba

Damián Rivas

2. Margarita Estalindalmar

Antón de Llano

2. Kanavel

Javier Mestre

3. Kanavel

Javier Mestre

3. Atrevido

Nicola Bocca

BIG BOATS

BIG BOATS

1. Moonbeam III

Carsten Gerlach

1. Moonbeam III

Carsten Gerlach

2. Moonbeam IV

Tom Van der Brugen

2. Moonbeam IV

Longriver Corporate LTD.

3. Cambria

Cambria Yachts LTD

03. Sumurum

Armin Fischer
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2015 Winners

2014 Winners

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
Emeraude y Amorita

Italia

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
Marigold y Mariquita

VINTAGE MARCONIS

Reino Unido

VINTAGE MARCONIS

1. Amorita

Claudio Mealli

1. Peter

Claudio Mealli

2. Halowe’en

Mik Cotter

2. Manitou

Philip Jordan

3. Sonata

Jordi Cabau

3. Sonata

Jordi Cabau

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED

1. Marigold

Husk LTD

1. Marigold

Richard Glen Allan

2. Kelpie of Falmouth

Asgard Yachts

2. Kelpie of Falmouth

Asgard Yachts

3. Morwenna

Stephane Mannier

3. Malabar X

Navilier S.L.

CLASSICS

CLASSICS

1. Emeraude

Vittorio Cavazzana

1. Samurai

Luigi Pavese

2. Yanira

Regatta Experience

2. Emeraude

Vittorio Cavazzana

3. Guia

Ramón Roses

3. Argos

Barbara Trilling

CLASSICS 2

BIG BOATS

1. Alba

Damián Rivas

1. Moonbeam IV

Longriver Corporate LTD.

2. Kanavel

Javier Mestre

2. Mariquita

Mariquita LTD

3. Diana

Marcos Palomar

3. Moonbeam III

Laurence Waechter

BIG BOATS

12MR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

1. Moonbeam III

Laurence Waechter

1. Nyala

Patrizio Bertelli

2. Moonbeam IV

Longiver Corporate

2. Trivia

Wilfried Beeck

3. Vanity V

Patrick Howaldt
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2013 Winners

2012 Winners

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
Yanira y Peter

España

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
Alba y Thendara

VINTAGE MARCONIS

España

VINTAGE MARCONIS

1. Peter

Claudio Mealli

1. Manitou

Manitou 1936 INC

2. Manitou

Philip Jordan

2. Amorita

Claudio Mealli

3. Mercury

Jordi Cabau

3. Cometa

Richard Herbert

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED

1. Avel

Avel, LTD

1. Malabar X

Navilier S.L.

2. Marigold

Richard Glen Allan

2. Avel

Avel, LTD

3. Marigan

Tim Liesenhoff

3. Kelpie

Pelham Olive

CLASSICS

CLASSICS

1. Yanira

R.C.R. Alicante

1. Alba

Damián Ribas

2. Alba

Damián Ribas

2. Outlaw

Outlaw Marine LTD

3. Outlaw

Mike Horsley

3. Argos

Luciano Diez-Canedo

BIG BOATS

BIG BOATS

1. Moonbeam III

Laurence Waechter

1. Moonbeam III

Laurence Waechter

2. Moonbeam IV

Longriver Corporate LTD.

2. Thendara

Peter Engels

3. Mariquita

Mariquita LTD

3. Moonbeam IV

Longriver Corporate LTD.
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2011 Winners

2010 Winners

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
Yanira y Peter

España

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
Yanira y Sonata

España

VINTAGE MARCONIS

VINTAGE MARCONIS

1. Amorita

Claudio Mealli

1. The Blue Peter

Mathew Barker

2. Mercury

Jordi Cabau

2. Sonata

Jordi Cabau

3. Lucia A

George Embiricos

3. Almarán New York

Manel López Wright

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED

1. Gipsy

Ricardo Rubio Vilar

1. Marigan

Tim Liessenhof

2. Marigan

Liesenhoff

2. Pesa

JY Roubinet

3. Tigris

Voile Marine Limited

3. Malabar X

Manuel J. Lermo

CLASSICS

CLASSICS

1. Alba

Damián Ribas

1. Yanira

Antonio Puig

2. Guia

Ramón María Roses

2. Argos

Luciano Diez-Canedo

3. Emeraude

Vittorio Cavazzana

3. Alba

Damian Ribas

SPIRIT OF TRADITION

BIG BOATS

1. Moya

Pelham Olive

1. Moonbeam III

Laurence Waechter

2. Freya

Celeghini/Jahier

2. Stella Polare

Marina Militare Italiana

3. Halloween

Mick Cotter
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2009 Winners

2008 Winners

ENRIC PUIG TROPHY
The Blue Peter

Reino Unido

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGE
1. Marigan

Tim Liessenhof

2. Windekin

Alfonso Echegarai

3. Ilex

Germán Ruiz

VINTAGE MARCONIS
1. The Blue Peter

Mathew Barker

2. Sonata

Jordi Cabau

3. Peter

Claudio Mealli

CLASSICS
1. Argos

Luciano Diez

2. Alba

Damian Ribas

3. Guia

Ramón Mª Roses

BIG BOATS
1. Moonbeam of Fife

Laurence Waechter

2. Thendara

Peter Engels

3. Moonbeam IV

Peter Engels
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VINTAGE MARCONIS
1. Amorita

Claudio Mealli

2. Mercury

Jordi Cabau

3. Lucia A

George Embiricos

VINTAGE GAFF-RIGGED
1. Gipsy

Ricardo Rubio Vilar

2. Marigan

Liesenhoff

3. Tigris

Voile Marine Limited

CLASSICS
1. Alba

Damián Ribas

2. Guia

Ramón María Roses

3. Emeraude

Vittorio Cavazzana

SPIRIT OF TRADITION
1. Moya

Pelham Olive

2. Freya

Celeghini/Jahier
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8. PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS

Royal National Cruising Associations

The International Mediterranean Committee

Spain’s Royal National Cruising Association was established in
1974 and represents the owners of cruising boats with regard to
the technical aspects of time allowances for regattas. The scope of
its jurisdiction encompasses all of Spain. It is the only association
of its kind in Spain and, for many years, was the Spanish authority
and representative for IOR and IMS international measurement
and allowance rules.

The International Mediterranean Committee (CIM) was founded
in 1926 by three legendary yacht clubs: Yacht Club de France,
Yacht Club Italiano and Real Club Náutico de Barcelona.
Today, the CIM includes associations of classic yacht owners –
AIVE (Italy), AFYT (France), RANC (Spain) and AMBC (Monaco) –
and various national sailing federations, which together form the
CIM’s technical and executive committees.

www.ranc.es
The CIM’s priority is to take the necessary measures to protect
maritime heritage and thereby secure the future of both classic
and vintage yacht regattas.

http://www.cim-classicyachts.org/

The Royal Spanish Sailing Federation
The Royal Spanish Sailing Federation is a Spanish institution
comprised of sports federations from the autonomous regions,
sports clubs, athletes, coaches, judges and other groups that
promote or practice sailing.
www.rfev.es
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PRESS CONTACTS
Puig Corporate Communications

Public Relations and Communications Consultants

Montse Ribas y Rodrigo Leo
montse.ribas@puig.es
rodrigo.leo@puig.es
+34 93 400 70 03

Carlos del Hoyo y Rosa Salom
cdelhoyo@comunicacionrrpp.es
rsalom@comunicacionrrpp.es
+34 91 557 45 54
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ABOUT PUIG
Puig is a third-generation family-owned fashion and fragrance
business based in Barcelona. Puig creates distinctive brands and
fragrance experiences that make people dream. The company’s
ambition is to define the future of the fragrance category and
capture a disproportionate share of innovation and growth.
The company’s strong performance has resulted in substantial
growth and revenues of €1,935 million in 2017. Puig success
stories include a combination of owned brands such as
Carolina Herrera, Nina Ricci, Paco Rabanne, Jean Paul Gaultier,
Penhaligon’s and L’Artisan Parfumeur; licenses such as Prada,
Christian Louboutin and Comme des Garçons; and Lifestyle
fragrances. Puig products are sold in more than 150 countries.
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Real Club Náutico de Barcelona
Muelle de España s/n - 08039 Barcelona
Tel. +34 93 221 65 21
Fax +34 93 221 62 53
www.puigvelaclassicabarcelona.com
info@puigvelaclassicabarcelona.com

